HOW WIND FURNISHES POWER	3l(J
ox, do_not thrive injiropical countries because of^the j>por grass, pestering
insects^ and warm n^(^SS^c"MTK^SSc animals introduced by "the
United States^toTEe'PEQIppineis deteriorate rapidly even on well-run
farms, and still more if left to the care of the natives.
In countries such as Japan and eastern China, horses and other beasts
of burden are also rare. The summer climate is not favorable to their
health. It also encourages the growth of very coarse kinds of grass which
are not good for forage. Moreover, the places where food for animals
might be raised are needed to supply food for the dense human population.
In dry, grassy regions such as the steppes of Central Asia and our own
western states, horses and cattle are numerous, for there is much land that
is good for grazing and not for agriculture. Nevertheless, animals are
not used for power nearly so much there as in the great agricultural
regions of Western Europe, especially northern France and the Low
Countries. In such places horses are so valuable for farm work that their
number is increasing in spite of motor vehicles. Even in the United
States 15 or 16 million horses and mules still work on the farms, especially
in the southern states.
How Wind Furnishes Power
The sources of power thus far considered jcmand little mechanical
skill, although the full use of Tiorses was delayed two thousand years
for lack of a good harness, horseshoes and four-wheeled wagons that
could easily turn corners. The^use of wind, however, demands that
people shall be inventive and abTelo construct machinery. Many countries
have~passed through iTwindinill stage. The^cEicflfevelopmentof: wind-
mills has taken place in the energetic temperatezonel In level open
regions such as Hollan37^	the wind blows
freely and steadily, most of the farms had such mills before the gasoline
motor was invented. Many are still used to pump water into tanks, and
to cut wood and fodder. In eastern Persia northerly gales which blow
steadily for about four months in summer are still utilized to turn clumsy
windmills with a vertical axis (A320). The mill is surrounded by a
square mud wall which is open on the south side and half open on the
north. The wind blows through this half-opening against fans that are
like doors fastened solidly to the central axis. This whirls the axis around
and thus turns a millstone fastened to its base. Within the tropics wind-
mills were unknown until Europeans or Americans introduced them.
The West Indies are full of the ruins of massive stone sugar mills run
by the wind* Merida in Yucatan used to look like a regular forest of wind-
mills. Most of its 65,000 people used water pumped by the wind from
caverns and streams deep down in a porous limestone.

